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Pathogen disgust predicts

men’s, but not women’s,

preferences for facial

➊
adiposity

Previous research suggests that people who score higher on measures of pathogen disgust
demonstrate (1) stronger preferences for healthy individuals (or stronger aversions to unhealthy
individuals) when assessing others’ facial attractiveness➋➌ and (2) stronger negative attitudes about
➍
➎
obese individuals . Other research suggests facial adiposity may be an important health cue .
Consequently, the current study investigated the relationship between pathogen disgust and
attractiveness judgments of faces differing in cues of adiposity.
Measuring Disgust Sensitivity
Participants completed the Three Domains of
➏
Disgust Scale , which assesses differences in
pathogen, sexual, and moral disgust. Higher
scores indicate greater disgust sensitivity.
Measuring Adiposity Preferences
62 men and 62 women rated the attractiveness
of 50 male and 50 female faces (e.g., below).
We then calculated the correlation coefficient
between each par ticipant’s ratings and a
composite adiposity measure for the individuals
depicted in the image set. Higher scores reflect
stronger preferences for high levels of adiposity.

Analyses
Separate regression analyses were conducted
for male and female participants, with adiposity
preferences scores as the DV and disgust
subscales as predictors. Preliminary analyses
showed no effects of sex of face, so average
adiposity preferences are presented here.
Male Participants’ Data
subscale

standardised β

t

p

pathogen

-0.35

-2.45

0.017

sexual

-0.01

-0.05

0.963

moral

+0.34

+2.39 0.020

Female Participants’ Data
subscale

standardised β

t

p

pathogen

-0.04

-0.27

0.785

sexual

+0.01

+0.09 0.933

moral

-0.05

-0.41

0.687

Men, but not women, reporting greater pathogen disgust showed stronger aversions to faces
displaying cues of higher adiposity levels. These data support the proposal that face preferences may
function as a part of the behavioral immune system, at least in men➌.
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